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ルな体験スケール」（Daily Spiritual Experiences 
Scale11）：DSES 以下，「DSES」と称する．）であった．


































































































己を超えた意識」（transcendent sense of self），「力
と慰め」（strength and comfort），「平和」（peace），
「神からの助け」（divine help），「神の導き」（divine 
guidance），「神の愛の知覚」（perceptions of divine 
love），「畏れ」（awe），「感謝」（thankfulness）と
「真価を認める」（appreciation），「憐み深い愛」






















































































































































　Ellison & Fan12）は，DSES を用い，米国の成人
における DSE と心理的幸福（psychological well-
being）の関係について検討している（p.247）．彼らは，
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Abstract
　This paper focuses on English-speaking literature on the “Daily Spiritual Experiences” (DSE) of the elderly 
related to the social welfare area, especially social work. An overview of the history and contents of research on 
support in the welfare area was reviewed. As a result, the target of DSE research in the welfare area was the 
general elderly, that is, citizens living in the community. This can be said to generalize the DSE to the citizen level 
and emphasize its everydayness. In addition, DSE studies were discussed in the context of health in a broad sense, 
based on empirical studies using the DSES method. Furthermore, support for the elderly considering DSE in the 
welfare area was significantly associated with social support. Social support functioned in the relationship with the
“transcendence”which is a characteristic of spirituality, and in social relationships such as communities, and 
contributed to the mitigation of DSE and depression in the elderly. This suggested that it is important that DSE is 
taken into consideration and social support is secured in the living support for the elderly in the welfare area.
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